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Biology

The Tropical Rainforest Ecosystem
Let a drone take you on a visual journey through the 
extraordinary biodiversity of the amazon rainforest, 
providing fantastic examples of adaptation, stratification 
and competition. From the forest floor to way up in the 
canopy, this title explores the tropical rainforest’s distinct 
biotic and abiotic characteristics and the conditions that 
help create this biodiversity hotspot.

2016  |  22 min  |  CC  |  ARJnr Secondary - Snr Secondary

• Teacher Notes

• Transcript

Additional Resources

Stills from our new series

Tropical Rainforests
The Amazon rainforest is one of the most beautiful, biodiverse and resource-rich regions in the world. In 
this series, learn about the distinct characteristics and conditions that help create this biodiversity hotspot, 
the threats the forest faces, and how sustainable management can help over come them.
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English
Stills from our new series

Context and Background
Set in 1912, the play unfolds during turbulent times in  
Britain as workers formed unions, and demanded better 
wages and conditions. This clip explores class divisions at 
the time, as well as the context of the play’s first London 
performance in 1945. The story is told by a presenter and 
scene re-enactments – an ideal resource for students of 
English and Literature.

2017  |  8 min  |  CC  |  AR

An Inspector Calls
One of JB Priestley’s best known works for stage, ‘An Inspector Calls’ is a classic of mid-20th century English 
theatre. These four clips study key aspects of the play.

Mid Secondary – Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Additional Resources

• Eva Smith - Dear Diary
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Inspector Goole
Inspector Goole, an impressively authoritative and 
purposeful figure, is the focus of this clip. We also examine 
the way Priestley reveals the key character, who takes on 
a role more akin to that of a judge than an investigating 
officer. With content delivered via a presenter, and through 
scene re-enactments, it is a valuable resource for students 
of English and Literature.

2017  |  8 min  |  CC  |  ARMid Secondary – Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Additional Resoures

• Mystery Man

Social Responsibility
This clip explores how Priestley conveys his beliefs about 
community and social responsibility in the play. Driven 
simply to look after their own interests, each member of the 
upper-crust Birling family are shown by Inspector Goole to 
have contributed to the demise of Eva Smith through their 
own selfishness. Featuring a presenter and re-enactments, 
it’s an ideal resource for Literature students.

2017  |  8 min  |  CC  |  ARMid Secondary – Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Additional Resoures

• Your Verdict

Dramatic Style
In this clip, we examine the devices and dramatic styles 
Priestley employs to influence the audience’s response 
to the play’s characters and events – including genre, 
structure, suspense, speech, melodrama, and dramatic 
irony. Combining a presenter and re-enactments of various 
scenes, this is an excellent resource for students of English, 
Literature and Drama.

2017  |  8 min  |  CC  |  ARMid Secondary – Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Additional Resoures

• Analysis of Dramatic Style
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Geography
Stills from our new series

Earth’s Survival: Decoding the Climate 
Science
Made in consultation with the IPCC and world leading 
climate scientists, this groundbreaking documentary 
explains the big headlines in climate change. Areas of 
concern covered include freshwater crises, ecosystem 
change and tipping points, biodiversity threats, ocean 
acidification, sea level rise, Arctic permafrost thaw, food 
security, human health threats, and renewable energy 
opportunities.

2014  |  52 min  |  CC  Mid Secondary - Snr Secondary
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Extreme Weather: Coastal Flooding
Through the use of two case studies, the Dawlish Railway 
Collapse and the East Coast Tidal Surge, this resource looks 
at the impacts of the 2013/2014 winter storms. The extreme 
weather conditions that led to these events are examined, 
the impacts on people and the environment are assessed, 
and ways to improve future resilience to coastal flooding 
and extreme weather hazards in the UK are explored.

2015  |  32 min  |  CC  |  ARJnr Secondary - Snr Secondary

• Teacher Notes

• Transcript

Additional Resoures

Sustainable Management
Ecuador needs to exploit the Amazon’s resources to 
develop. Leaving it untouched is not an option. This 
programme looks at the challenges of achieving sustainable 
management in the Amazon. It explores the political 
and economic factors that contribute to sustainable 
management and the role of businesses, governments, 
indigenous communities and NGOs.

2016  |  23 min  |  CC  |  ARJnr Secondary - Snr Secondary

• Teacher Notes

• Transcript

Additional Resources

Tropical Rainforests
The Amazon rainforest is one of the most beautiful, biodiverse and resource- rich regions in the world. In 
this series, learn about the distinct characteristics and conditions that help create this biodiversity hotspot, 
the threats the forest faces, and how sustainable management can help over come them.
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Water around the World
Clean water is essential for human existence. However, 
international requirements are not met by the available 
supply. This programme examines rising global water 
demand and some of the serious issues with inadequate 
and/or contaminated water supplies. Incorporating a range 
of water management case studies from various parts of the 
world, it is an ideal resource for students of Geography.

2017  |  15 min  |  CC  |  AR

Water Supply and Management
Water is a precious resource, and careful management is required to balance the pressure of supply and 
demand. This series takes a look at water supply, demand and management in both global and British 
contexts.

Mid Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Future Challenges  – Water Sustainability

• Impact of Water Management Schemes

Additional Resources

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Threats and Challenges
Follow a indigenous environmental campaigner as he 
introduces you to his rainforest world and explores the 
threats facing it. This title considers the value of rainforests, 
both locally and globally in terms of their goods and 
services. It then explores the impacts of deforestation and 
the threats from logging, cattle ranching, commercial palm 
oil production, and oil and mineral extraction.

2016  |  25 min  |  CC  |  ARJnr Secondary - Snr Secondary

• Teacher Notes

• Transcript

Additional Resources
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Water in the UK
The UK’s more densely populated and growing urban areas 
are, for the large part, located in regions of the country 
where rainfall is lower. Conversely, high rainfall occurs 
in regions where there is less demand. This programme 
explores British water supply and demand, and examples 
of water management programmes across the country, 
including initiatives incorporated in London’s Olympic Park.

2017  |  15 min  |  CC  |  ARMid Secondary - Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Reducing Water Consumption

• The Tees-Exe Line

Additional Resoures

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript
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History
Stills from our new series

Albert Speer
At the Nuremberg Trials, Albert Speer was convicted of 
‘war crimes’ and ‘crimes against humanity’ and sentenced 
to 20 years imprisonment, narrowly avoid the hangman. 
He has created much historical controversy, claiming total 
ignorance of the excesses of the Nazi regime, while at the 
same time being one of the most influential men in the 
Third Reich. Was he really the ‘Good Nazi’ as he portrayed 
himself?

2012  |  28 min  |  AR  Mid Secondary – Snr Secondary

• Teacher Notes

Additional Resoures
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Health in Early Modern Britain
Between 1500 and 1700, people’s understanding of disease 
and medicine progressed. New approaches, particularly 
the scientific method, led to significant changes, including 
identifying how blood flowed around the body and the 
classification of diseases. However, elements of superstition 
and religious beliefs still prevailed in diagnoses and 
treatments. 

2017  |  16 min  |  CC  |  AR

Knowledge and understanding of the world progressed significantly between the 13th and 21st centuries. 
This series examines how this progression affected health, medicine and treatment of disease in Britain. 

• Comprehension Questions

• Linking Early Living Conditions

• Research Report – Key Figures

Additional Resources
• Stop the Plague – Persuasive Presentation

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Health in Industrial Britain
The Industrial Revolution brought about some important 
advancements. These included the understanding of: 
human physiology, diseases and their treatment, medicine, 
and medical procedures. This programme covers a range of 
important developments, including Pasteur’s germ theory, 
improvements in hospital care and the work of Florence 
Nightingale, the use of anaesthetics and vaccinations, and 
the Public Health Act of 1875.

2017  |  16 min  |  CC  |  ARMid Secondary – Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• A Modern-Day Script

• Key Advances in Healthcare

Additional Resoures

• Public Health Timeline

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Britain’s Health through History

Mid Secondary – Snr Secondary
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Health in Medieval Britain
This programme examines health, medicine and surgery 
in Britain between 1250 and 1500, when knowledge and 
practices were largely based on superstition and untested 
theories such as the human body’s four humours. It also 
looks at the various causes wrongly attributed to the Black 
Death, which killed 1.5 million people. 

2017  |  16 min  |  CC  |  ARMid Secondary – Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• A Medieval Script

• Cause and Effect

Additional Resoures

• Source Analysis – The Black Death

• Suggested Responses

• Transcript

Health in Modern Britain
This programme explores developments in health and 
medicine during the 20th and 21st centuries. These include: 
diagnostics and x-rays, CT and MRI scans, the understanding 
of genetics and how it impacts individuals’ health, 
antibiotics, blood transfusions, insulin, and anti-histamines. 
It also looks at examples of legislation aimed at improving 
public health, and the development of the NHS. 

2017  |  16 min  |  CC  |  ARMid Secondary – Snr Secondary

• Comprehension Questions

• Create a Campaign Poster

• Key Medical Discoveries

Additional Resoures

• Matching Modern Living

• Suggested Responses 

• Transcript

Leon Trotsky
Leon Trotsky is considered one of the most controversial 
revolutionary figures of his time. Was he a practical 
revolutionary or a naive idealist? History records that Trotsky 
was a master theoretician, a skillful propagandist and a 
brilliant orator who was cast out of the very revolution he 
helped create.

2013  |  34 min  |  AR     Mid Secondary – Snr Secondary

• Teacher Notes

Additional Resoures
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War in Indochina
The war in Vietnam, formerly part of French Indochina was 
at various periods an anti-colonial war, a civil war and a war 
between the ideologies of capitalism and communism, 
involving directly or indirectly the USA, the Soviet Union 
and the Peoples Republic of China. It was also the stage for 
the ‘first television war’.

2012  |  60 min  |  AR    Mid Secondary – Snr Secondary

• Teacher Notes

Additional Resoures


